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ABSTRACT

The Modular Architecture for Robust Computing (MARC) is an ESA GSTP mini-project being undertaken by SciSys, Astrium UK and SEA. MARC is developing a decentralised onboard computer using SpaceWire and SOIS as a communication backbone with a hierarchical FDIR mechanism.

The hardware architecture is closely coupled to the software aims of the Generic Fault-tolerant Software Architecture using SOIS (GenFAS) software framework, developed by SciSys. This provides a PUS-based Data Handling Services, communication functions using SOIS, FDIR management and a software deployment and upgrade mechanism.

A crucial part of the SOIS software stack for the MARC project is the provision of a suitable SpaceWire service guaranteeing timely delivery of data. To achieve this, SciSys applied the proposed SpaceWire-RT protocol. The protocol aims to ensure timeliness by utilising SpaceWire time-codes to divide the available network bandwidth in pre-allocated slots and specifies facilities for reliability and redundancy management.

This paper describes the application and implementation of the SpaceWire-RT protocol in the MARC project: a practical scenario, utilising representative flight hardware and next-generation network architectures. A relevant subset of the protocol was selected and implemented entirely in software and was adapted to communicate with hardware not specifically designed for a SpaceWire-RT system. Additionally, the context of a representative flight software system raised issues such as synchronisation which were not considered by SpaceWire-RT.

The paper closes by summarising the lessons for timely and reliable use of SpaceWire that can be drawn from this detailed project, considering the complete communications stack from subnetwork to application interface.